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ABSTRACT 

XML data files are becoming increasingly popular for transporting data from different operating systems. 
In the pharmaceutical industry, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires pharmaceutical 
companies to submit certain types of data in XML format. This paper provides insights into XML data files 
and introduces different methods of importing/exporting XML data files with SAS, including: using the 
XML LIBNAME engine to translate between the XML markup and the SAS format; creating an XMLMap 
file and utilizing XML LIBNAME engine to read in XML data files and create SAS datasets. An example of 
importing the EDC (Electronic Data Capture) data of CDISC ODM format into SAS by implementing the 
above methods is used to illustrate the process. 

INTRODUCTION  
XML stands for Extensible Markup Language. It is a popular file format allowing for data exchange 
between different operating systems. In the pharmaceutical industry, the FDA requires pharmaceutical 
companies to submit certain types of data in XML format, such as patient profile data.  

Data in XML format is stored as text. One can use a text editor to read, interpret, and update an XML data 
file. XML data files are platform independent. They can be recognized by multiple applications on different 
platforms. For example, OpenClinica®, an EDC application designed for clinical trial data capture, allows 
users to export data in XML format.  An XML data file can be loaded to an Oracle Database application, 
be delivered to the Web, or be translated into SAS datasets for continued data manipulation. Therefore, it 
is important for SAS programmers to have good knowledge to work with XML data files. 

The rest of this paper discusses popular methods of transferring between XML data files and SAS 
datasets. 

USING XML ENGILE 

The XML engine processes XML data files. It can: 1) import external XML data files and translate the 
input XML data file to the proprietary SAS format; 2) export an XML data file from a SAS dataset by 
translating the SAS proprietary format to XML markup.  

The XML engine works like other SAS engines. That is, by executing a LIBNAME statement, one can 
assign a libref, specify an engine, and use the libref throughout the SAS session where a libref is valid. 
The libref assigned for the XML engine is associated with a specific XML data file. After the assignment of 
the libref, SAS can either translate a SAS dataset into XML markup, or translate the XML markup into 
SAS format. 

ASSIGNING A LIBREF 

The syntax is similar to a standard SAS LIBNAME statement. For example, the following LIBNAME 
statement assigns a libref SGFXML to a specific XML data file, Example.XML, and specifies the XML 
engine: 

libname SGFXML xml "C:\Documents\example.xml"; 

One can also use a FILENAME statement to assign a fileref to be associated with the physical location of 
the XML data file which is to be exported or imported. For example: 

filename SGFXML "C:\Documents\example.xml"; 

libname SGFXML xml; 
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By executing the above FILENAME and LIBNAME statements, the XML data file, Example.XML, is 
assigned to the libref SGFXML. 

If the specified fileref for the XML data file does not match the libref, one can use the XMLFILEREF= 
option. For example: 

filename SGF17XML "C:\Documents\example.xml"; 

libname SGFXML xml xmlfileref=SGF17XML; 

 

IMPORTING AN XML DATA FILE 

After the assignment of a libref to the physical location of an existing XML data file and the specification of 
the XML engine, one can execute a data step to access the XML data file as a SAS dataset. 

Following is an example of XML data files which conforms to the physical structure for the GENERIC 
markup type. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252" ?> 

<TABLE>  

   <DM> 

      <USUBJID> 101 </USUBJID> 

      <AGE> 30 </AGE> 

      <SEX> F </SEX> 

      <HEIGHT> 163 </HEIGHT> 

      <WEIGHT> 100 </WEIGHT> 

    </DM> 

    . 

    .  more instances of <DM> 

    . 

    <DM> 

      <USUBJID> 824 </USUBJID> 

      <AGE> 59 </AGE> 

      <SEX> M </SEX> 

      <HEIGHT> 172 </HEIGHT> 

  <WEIGHT> 155 </WEIGHT> 

       </DM> 

   </TABLE> 

 

In the above XML data file: 

1. <TABLE> is the root-enclosing element (top-level node). It is the data file container and contains 
all elements within the <TABLE> start tag and </TABLE> end tag. For SAS, it is like the SAS 
library. 

2. <DM> is the second-level instance tag. It is a repeating element which is nested within the data 
file container. 

3. Instance tags <USUBJID>, <AGE>, <SEX>, <HEIGHT>, and <WEIGHT> are contained within 
each <DM> start tag and </DM> end tag.  

To import the above XML data file, the following SAS program can be executed. It translates the XML 
data file of GENERIC markup type into SAS proprietary format, and creates a SAS dataset, DM, which is 
stored in the SAS library DATA.      

libname SGFXML xml "C:\Documents\example1.xml"; 

libname DATA "C:\Documents\Data"; 

 

data data.dm; 

  set sgfxml.dm; 

run; 
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When the XML data file is imported, the followings happen: 

1. The XML engine recognizes <TABLE> as the root-enclosing element; 

2. The XML engine scans the second-level instance tag, <DM>, as the dataset name. 

3. The XML engine goes over each element within the <DM> start tag and </DM> end tag, and 
interprets them as variables. The individual instance tag name, e.g. USUBJID, is translated as the 
variable name. The repeating element instances become a collection of rows with a constant set 
of columns. 

The following PRINT procedure results in the SAS output in Output 1. 

proc print data=data.dm (where=(usubjid=101 or usubjid=824)); 

  var usubjid age sex height weight; 

run; 

 

 

Output 1. Output from a PROC PRINT step for DATA.DM 

GENERIC is the default XML markup type in the XML LIBNAME statement. To import XML data files 
conforming other markup types, the option XMLTYPE= can be specified. The supported XML markup 
types by the XML engine are GENERIC, CDISCODM, EXPORT, MSACCESS, and ORACLE. 

EXPORTING AN XML DATA FILE 

To export an XML data file, one needs to execute the LIBNAME statement for the XML engine in order to 
assign a libref for the physical location of the XML data file to be created. Then, a DATA step or the 
COPY procedure can be used to create an XML data file. 

Use the SAS dataset DM in Output 1 as an example. The following SAS program translates the SAS 
dataset DM into an XML data file, Example2.xml, which conforms to the Oracle markup type.  

libname SGFXML xml "C:\Documents\example2.xml" xmltype=oracle; 

libname DATA "C:\Documents\data"; 

 

data sgfxml.example2; 

  set data.dm; 

  if usubjid=101 or usubjid=824; 

run; 

 

By specifying the engine option XMLTYPE=ORACLE, the XML engine produces tags which are specific 
to Oracle standards. Output 2 shows the resulting XML data file. 
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Output 2. XML Data File Exported from DATA.DM to Be Used by Oracle 

USING AN XMLMAP 

The XML engine imports only XML data files that conforms to the markup types supported in the 
XMLTYPE= option. When the XML data file is of free-form and does not conform to the specifications 
required by the supported markup types, importing such XML data files will generate errors. In this case, 
a separate XMLMap file can be created to tell the XML engine how to interpret the XML markup in order 
to successfully transfer between XML data files and SAS datasets. The XMLMap file uses XMLMap 
syntax, the specific XML markup, to tell the XML engine how to translate the XML data file into SAS 
datasets, variables (columns), and observations (rows), and vice versa. After the XMLMap is created, one 
can use the XMLMAP= option in the LIBNAME statement to specify the file. 

IMPORTING AN XML DATA FILE USING XMLMAP 

Following is an XML data file named Example3.XML. Notice that the <EVENT> element is nested within 
each <SUBJECT> start tag and </SUBJECT> end tag. This XML data file contains hierarchical data with 
related entities in subject-level (one observation per subject) and in event-level (multiple observations per 
subject). 

<?xml version="1.0" ?> 

<MEDICATIONHISTORY> 

   <SUBJECT> 

      <USUBJID> 0101 </USUBJID> 

      <AGE> 30 </AGE> 

      <SEX> F </SEX> 

      <EVENT>  

         <ORDER> 1 </ORDER> 

         <HISTORY> Drug A </HISTORY> 

         <STDTC> 1999-09-11 </STDTC> 

         <ENDTC> 2000-01-09 </ENDTC> 

      </EVENT> 

      <EVENT>  

         <ORDER> 2 </ORDER> 

         <HISTORY> Drug C </HISTORY> 

         <STDTC> 2011-01-16 </STDTC> 

         <ENDTC> 2011-06-10 </ENDTC> 

      </EVENT>  

    </SUBJECT> 
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   <SUBJECT> 

      <USUBJID> 0824 </USUBJID> 

      <AGE> 59 </AGE> 

      <SEX> M </SEX> 

      <EVENT>  

         <ORDER> 1 </ORDER> 

         <HISTORY> Drug B </HISTORY> 

         <STDTC> 2014-10-01 </STDTC> 

         <ENDTC> 2015-01-14 </ENDTC> 

       </EVENT> 

  </SUBJECT> 

</MEDICATIONHISTORY> 

 

Using the XML engine to import the above XML data file directly will generate errors, because the XML 
data is not in a format supported natively by the XML engine, and SAS would fail to identify columns of 
data. 

The best way to translate the above XML data file into SAS format is to import it into two separate 
datasets: one describing the subject-level information, and the other one describing the event-level 
information. To import into two separate datasets, the relation between each subject and associated 
events must be designated in order to tell the XML engine which events belong to each subject. 

Following is an XMLMap file defining how to translate the above XML markup into two SAS datasets. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252"?> 

<SXLEMAP name="SXLEMAP" version="1.2"> ○1  

   <TABLE name="SUBJECT"> ○2  
     <TABLE-DESCRIPTION>SubjectData</TABLE-DESCRIPTION> 

     <TABLE-PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT</TABLE-PATH> ○3  
 

     <COLUMN name="USUBJID"> ○4  
       <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/USUBJID</PATH> 

       <TYPE>character</TYPE> 

       <DATATYPE>string</DATATYPE> 

       <LENGTH>8</LENGTH> 

     </COLUMN> 

 

     <COLUMN name="AGE"> ○4  
       <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/AGE</PATH> 

       <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 

       <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 

     </COLUMN> 

     

  <COLUMN name="SEX"> ○4  
       <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/SEX</PATH> 

       <TYPE>character</TYPE> 

       <DATATYPE>string</DATATYPE> 

       <LENGTH>1</LENGTH> 

     </COLUMN> 

   </TABLE> 

    

   <TABLE name="EVENT"> ○5  
<TABLE-DESCRIPTION>MedicationHistoryData</TABLE-DESCRIPTION> 

     <TABLE-PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/EVENT</TABLE-PATH> ○6  
 

     <COLUMN name="USUBJID" retain="YES"> ○7  
       <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/USUBJID</PATH> 
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       <TYPE>character</TYPE> 

       <DATATYPE>string</DATATYPE> 

       <LENGTH>8</LENGTH> 

     </COLUMN> 

 

     <COLUMN name="ORDER">  

       <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/EVENT/ORDER</PATH> 

       <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 

       <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 

     </COLUMN> 

     

  <COLUMN name="HISTORY">  

       <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/EVENT/HISTORY</PATH> 

         <TYPE>character</TYPE> 

         <DATATYPE>string</DATATYPE> 

         <LENGTH>32</LENGTH> 

     </COLUMN> 

    

  <COLUMN name="STDTC"> ○8  
       <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/EVENT/STDTC</PATH> 

       <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 

       <DATATYPE>date</DATATYPE> 

       <FORMAT>E8601DA</FORMAT> 

      <INFORMAT width="10">E8601DA</INFORMAT> 

      </COLUMN> 

    

    <COLUMN name="ENDTC"> ○8  
         <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/EVENT/ENDTC</PATH> 

         <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 

         <DATATYPE>date</DATATYPE> 

         <FORMAT>E8601DA</FORMAT> 

   <INFORMAT width="10">E8601DA</INFORMAT> 

       </COLUMN> 

   </TABLE> 

</SXLEMAP> 

 

In the above XMLMap file: 

1. SXLEMAP is the root-enclosing element for the two SAS dataset definitions. 

2. First TABLE element defines the dataset named SUBJECT by assigning a value “SUBJECT” to 
the attribute NAME in the first <TABLE> start tag. 

3. TABLE-PATH identifies the SUBJECT dataset observation boundary. In the XML data file 
Example3.XML, subject-level information occurs in a <SUBJECT> tag with 
<MEDICATIONHISTORY> enclosure. Each time a SUBJECT element is read, a new observation 
will be generated. 

4. COLUMN element contains the attributes for variables USUBJID, AGE, and SEX in the 
SUBJECT dataset. Data types are string values for USUBJID and SEX, and are integer values for 
AGE. A length of 8 characters is specified for the variable USUBJID, and 1 character is sufficient 
for the variable SEX. 

5. Second TABLE element defines the dataset named EVENT by assigning a value “EVENT” to the 
attribute NAME in the second <TABLE> start tag. 

6. The second TABLE-PATH element identifies the EVENT dataset observation boundary. In the 
XML data file Example3.XML, event-level information occurs in an <EVENT> tag with 
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<MEDICATIONHISTORY> and <SUBJECT> enclosures. A new observation is created each time 
an <EVENT> tag is scanned. 

7. COLUMN elements nested within the second <TABLE> start tag and </TABLE> end tag contain 
the attributes for variables USUBJID, ORDER, HISTORY, STDTC, and ENDTC in the EVENT 
dataset. Notice the RETAIN= attribute in the column definition for the variable USUBJID. 
Specifying RETAIN=“YES” makes the variable USUBJID held for each observation until it is 
replaced by a different value. It works like the RETAIN statement in a SAS DATA step. That is, it 
keeps a variable to retain its value from one iteration of the DATA step to the next. 

8. The variables STDTC and ENDTC are the start date and end date of an event. To interpret the 
two date variables correctly, the XMLMap uses the FORMAT and INFORMAT elements to specify 
the appropriate SAS format and informat. In above XMLMap file, the FORMAT element specifies 
the E8601DA SAS format. It reads data into a variable in the format YYYY-MM-DD. The 
INFORMAT element specifies the E8601DA SAS informat, which reads data values in the format 
YYYY-MM-DD. 

 

The following SAS codes import the XML data file Example3.XML and specify the XMLMap named 
Mymap.MAP by the option XMLMAP =. 

filename SGFXML "C:\Documents\example3.xml"; 

filename map "C:\Documents\mymap.map"; 

libname SGFXML xml xmlmap=map; 

 

proc datasets library=sgfxml; 

run; 

 

proc print data=sgfxml.subject; 

run; 

 

proc print data=sgfxml.event; 

run; 

 

The DATASETS procedure verifies that the SAS interprets the XML data file Example3.XML into two SAS 
datasets: SGFXML.SUBJECT and SGFXML.EVENT. Output 3 displays the output from the PROC 
DATASETS. Output 4 and Output 5 show the outputs from the PRINT procedure for both of the imported 
SAS datasets. 

 

Output 3. Output from a PROC DATASETS step 
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Output 4. Output from a PROC PRINT Step for SGFXML.SUBJECT 

 

Output 5. Output from a PROC PRINT Step for SGFXML.EVENT 

One can also use SAS XML Mapper to generate XMLMap files. 

EXPORTING AN XML DATA FILE USING XMLMAP 

The XMLMap file can be used to export an XML data file. The XMLMap syntax tells the XML engine how 
to map the SAS dataset back into the specific XML data file structure. To export an XML data file using an 
XMLMap, the XML engine nickname XML92 needs to be specified in the LIBNAME statement instead of 
the nickname XML. 

Following is an XMLMap file, Mymapout.MAP, defining how to translate the SAS dataset named 
SUBJECT in the previous example into the XML markup. The XMLMap file is similar to the one used to 
import the dataset SUBJECT. The only change is the inclusion of the OUTPUT element. 

<?xml version="1.0" ?> 

<SXLEMAP name="SXLEMAP" version="1.9"> ○1  

   <OUTPUT> ○2  
 <HEADING> 

    <ATTRIBUTE name="subject" value="Subject Information" /> ○3  
 </HEADING> 

 <TABLEREF name="SUBJECT" /> ○4  
   </OUTPUT> 

 

   <TABLE name="SUBJECT">  

      <TABLE-DESCRIPTION>SubjectData</TABLE-DESCRIPTION> 

      <TABLE-PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT</TABLE-PATH> 

 

      <COLUMN name="USUBJID">  

         <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/USUBJID</PATH> 

         <TYPE>character</TYPE> 

         <DATATYPE>string</DATATYPE> 

         <LENGTH>8</LENGTH> 

      </COLUMN> 

 

      <COLUMN name="AGE">  

         <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/AGE</PATH> 

         <TYPE>numeric</TYPE> 

         <DATATYPE>integer</DATATYPE> 

      </COLUMN> 

     

   <COLUMN name="SEX">  
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         <PATH syntax="XPath">/MEDICATIONHISTORY/SUBJECT/SEX</PATH> 

         <TYPE>character</TYPE> 

         <DATATYPE>string</DATATYPE> 

         <LENGTH>1</LENGTH> 

       </COLUMN> 

    </TABLE>    

   </SXLEMAP> 

 

In the above XMLMap file: 

1. The XMLMap version number must be specified as 1.9 in order to use the XMLMap to export a 
SAS dataset as an XML data file. 

2. The OUTPUT element needs to be included in the XMLMaP in order to export an XML data file. 

3. The ATTRIBUTE element specifies a name and description for the exported XML data file. 

4. The TABLEREF element specifies the table SUBJECT to be exported. 

The following SAS statements export the SAS dataset named DATA.SUBJECT to an XML data file 
Example4.XML, using Mymapout.MAP. 

filename SGFXML "c:\Documents\example4.xml"; 

filename map "C:\Documents\mymapout.map"; 

libname SGFXML xml92 xmltype=xmlmap xmlmap=map; 

libname DATA "C:\Documents\Data"; 

 

data sgfxml.SUBJECT; 

  set data.subject; 

run; 

 

Output 6 shows the resulting XML data file Example4.XML. 

 

Output 6. XML Data File Exported from DATA.SUBJECT 

WORKING WITH CDISC ODM FORMAT DATA 

OpenClinica® is an open-source software for clinical research. It allows users to extract data in multiple 
formats for use in other applications. The CDISC ODM format is the most robust, because it includes not 
only the data but also the metadata. When the CDISC ODM format is selected for the dataset, the dataset 
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is exported to an XML data file that complies with the Operational Data Model (ODM) of the Clinical Data 
Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) standard. 

Like any XML data files, a CDISC ODM format XML file consists of a tree of elements that correspond to 
entities. The file consists of two parts: metadata followed by subject data. The metadata provides OIDs 
for the study, such as study event information, CRF (Case Report Form) information including Item 
Groups and Items, and user account information. The Subject data provides Subject information, Event 
information, CRF information, and the item values. Figure 1 shows the schema of CDISC ODM. 

 

Figure 1. CDISC ODM Schema 

Display 1 is a partial review of the metadata section in an XML data file conforming to the requirement of 
CDISC ODM, and Display 2 is a partial review of the subject data section. 

 

Display 1. CDISC ODM Format XML Data File – Metadata Section (Partial Review) 
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Display 2. CDISC ODM Format XML Data File - Subject Data Section (Partial View) 

To import a CDISC ODM document, the XML markup type needs to be specified as CDISCODM for the 
XML engine by using the XMLTYPE= option. The following SAS statements imports the XML data file 
shown in the above two displays as SAS datasets. 

   filename odm "C:\Documents\odm1.2_clinical_extension.xml"; 

 

   libname odm xml xmltype=CDISCODM  

                   FormatActive=YES FormatNoReplace=NO 

                   FormatLibrary="library"; 

 

In the above SAS statements: 

1. The FILENAME statement assigns the fileref ODM to the physical location of the XML data file. 

2. The LIBNAME statement uses the specified fileref to reference the XML data file and specifies 
the XML engine. The XMLTYPE= option is specified to CDISCODM in order to read the XML data 
file in CDISCODM markup. 

3. FORMATACTIVE=YES specifies to convert CDISC ODM Codelist elements which contain 
instructions for transcoding display data in the XML data file to SAS formats. 

4. FORMATNOREPLACE=NO specifies to overwrite any existing SAS formats in the format catalog 
that have the same name as the converted formats. 

5. FORMATLIBRARY="Library" specifies to create the format catalog in a permanent library. 

Output 7 and Output 8 show two parts of the output from the following CONTENTS procedure. 

   proc contents data=odm._all_; 

   run; 

 

From Output 7 and Output 8, we can see that: 

1. The attribute SASDatasetName in the <ItemGroupDef> start tag is translated as the name of a 
SAS dataset. 
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2. The attribute SASFieldName in the <ItemDef> start tag is interpreted as the SAS variable name. 

3. The Name attribute in the <ItemDef> start tag is imported into the SAS format and assigned as 
the variable label. However, it would be good to pick up the Comment attribute in the <ItemDef> 
start tag and uses it as the variable label, because the Comment attribute contains a full 
description of the variable. 

 

Output 7. Partial Output from a PROC CONTENTS Step 
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Output 8. Partial Output from a PROC CONTENTS Step 

The following SAS program uses an XMLMap file named Mapimport.MAP to tell the XML engine to pick 
up the Comment attribute in the <ItemDef> start tag and save it into a SAS dataset named LABELS. Then 
utilizing a DATA step to assign the label to each variable. Output 9 shows the output from a PROC 
CONTENTS step about the content of AE dataset. 

/* import OC extensions */ 

filename odm2 "C:\Documents\odm1.2_clinical_extension.xml"; 

filename map "C:\Documents\mapodm.map"; 

libname odm2 xml92 xmlmap=map; 

libname data "C:\Documents\Data"; 

 

data labels; 

  set odm2.labels; 

  name=upcase(name); 

run; 

 

proc sort data=labels; 

  by name; 

run; 

 

proc contents data=odm._all_ out=cont; 

run; 

 

proc sort data=cont out=content nodupkey; 

  where index(name, "__")=0; 

  by name; 

run; 

 

data labels; 

  merge content(in=a keep=memname name) labels (in=b); 

  by name;   
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run; 

 

data rename; 

  set labels end=last; 

  call symput ('ds'||strip(put(_n_,best.)),compress(memname)); 

  call symput ('var'||strip(put(_n_,best.)),compress(name)); 

  call symput ('label'||strip(put(_n_,best.)),strip(upcase(comment))); 

  if last then call symput ('num', strip(put(_n_,best.))); 

run; 

 

%macro relabel; 

  %do i=1 %to &num; 

     data &&ds&i; 

       set data.&&ds&i; 

       label &&var&i="&&label&i"; 

     run; 

 

  data data.&&ds&i; 

       set &&ds&i; 

     run; 

  %end; 

%mend; 

%relabel; 

 
proc contents data=data.ae; 

run; 

 

 

Output 9 Partial Output from a PROC CONTENTS Step  

 

The XMLMap file is shown as follows: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252"?> 

<SXLEMAP name="AUTO_GEN" version="1.9"> 
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  <TABLE name="Labels"> 

    <TABLE-DESCRIPTION>Labels</TABLE-DESCRIPTION> 

    <TABLE-PATH syntax="XPath">/ODM/Study/MetaDataVersion/ItemDef</TABLE-PATH> 

 

    <COLUMN name="Name"> 

      <PATH 

syntax="XPath">/ODM/Study/MetaDataVersion/ItemDef/@SASFieldName</PATH> 

      <TYPE>character</TYPE> 

      <DATATYPE>string</DATATYPE> 

      <LENGTH>32</LENGTH> 

    </COLUMN> 

  

 <COLUMN name="Comment"> 

      <PATH 

syntax="XPath">/ODM/Study/MetaDataVersion/ItemDef/@Comment</PATH> 

      <TYPE>character</TYPE> 

      <DATATYPE>string</DATATYPE> 

      <LENGTH>200</LENGTH> 

    </COLUMN> 

  </TABLE> 

 

</SXLEMAP>  

CONCLUSION 

XML is a simple markup language of flexible text format. Because it is fully portable and platform 
independent, it plays an increasing important role in data transport between different operating systems. 
SAS software provides multiple ways to import and export XML data files. For well-structured XML data 
files, data conversion can be successfully conducted by utilizing XML engine and LIBNAME statement, 
together with DATA step or COPY procedure. For XML data files not conforming to the specifications 
required by the supported markup types in LIBNAME statement, an XMLMap file could be created to 
facilitate the conversion. For XML data files in CDISC ODM format, CDISC procedure can also be used 
for data exchange.  
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